
Kaleidoscope Name Art
Grade 5/6



Symmetry: The similarity of size, shape and position of parts that face each across a 
dividing line or axis.  Think of it as a balance. 

Vocabulary Terms:



Asymmetrical: The opposite of symmetry
WE DO NOT WANT THIS!



Examples



More Examples



Tessellate: To cover a flat surface by repeating the same 
shape without overlapping or leaving empty space.

All space is used.

Triangle shape is repeated and not overlapping.



Our Kaleidoscope Name:

The design will repeat 4 times!
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Directions:

1.Get a piece of paper.
2. Fold the paper from corner to corner, then open it up and 
fold it again from the opposite corners.   You should now have 
four corners.



3. Across the bottom of your square, VERY LIGHTLY, write your 
name, or initials so that it fills one of the triangles and touching each 
edge, and leaving little space between each letter (about the width of a 
pencil).  You can keep your letters simple or be creative!

Helpful Tip: Find the middle letter (or space between two letters) and place that 
at the tallest point of the triangle, then add the rest of the letters to the left and 
right of the middle letter.

Helpful Tip: Draw these first set of letters as lightly as you 
can. You are going to erase them later on.



14. Next turn your outline letters into outline letters by making an 
outline around them.  Let your outline go just beyond the fold lines on 
the side and at the bottom. 



5. Erase your original stick letters and any marks that go 
beyond the fold lines.  Your letters should be open at the 
top and the bottom. 

6. Using your pencil trace over your outline letters 
pressing HARD so that you get nice dark lines.  If 
you go over each line a few times, it will help your 
pencil lines transfer when you get to that step.

Helpful Tip:  Place a scrap piece of paper under 
your hand to prevent smearing your pencil 
lines.



7. Fold your paper in half on one of your previous fold 
lines

8. Rub over your folded paper in the area you 
traced using the side of a sharpie (with the 
cap on ) to transfer your pencil lines to the 
next triangle.



9. Open your paper and check to see that all of your 
lines have transferred.  If any are missing, just 
re-fold your paper and rub those areas some more 
until you can see that all lines you traced have 
transferred when you open the paper.

10. Next, trace over your original 
outline letters again, as well as the 
ones that just transferred (which will 
read in reverse), pressing hard to make 
your lines DARK.

Remember to use the scrap paper under your 
hand to prevent smearing.



11. Now fold your paper in half again on the other fold 
line.

12. Once again rub hard using the barrel/cap of your 
sharpie to transfer the design to the other half of your 
paper.



13. The lines you transferred will be very faint, but as 
long as you can see them well enough to darken 
them, that’s all you need!  Again, each section should 
look like a mirror image of the section next to it. 

14. Use your sharpie to trace over your 
entire design, still keeping the scrap piece 
of paper under your hand to avoid 
smearing.



15. Now you can carefully go over your paper 
with an eraser to clean up any smudges or stray 
pencil marks.

16. It’s time to colour your design!  Choose 
colours that work well together to make the 
most striking image.  Colouring the 
background one colour will make your 
design look like it is one piece and belongs 
together.








